From at least the thirteenth century onwards, rest and exercise were classified by physicians and the learned public among the so-called six non-naturals, the crucial determinants of health and disease. In this elegant and wide-ranging book, Alessandro Arcangeli sets medical exercise among other types of recreation discussed by European writers during the long Renaissance. He rightly points out that, although in theory exercise for health applied equally to all social groups, medical writers almost exclusively aimed their recommendations at élite males. Even when Girolamo Mercuriale mentioned exercise for women in his *De arte gymnastica* (1569), it is different in kind and intensity from that for men. His muscular males indulge in wrestling and vigorous athletics; his slight women take passive exercise on a swing.

This is an ambitious book, and some may find its chronological and geographical scope over-ambitious, for it is hard at times to follow the author as he moves from scholastic professors in medieval Paris via Counter-Reformation confessors to Robert Burton and even the French Enlightenment. There is great learning on display, as in the Appendix of European terms for "recreation", but the argument becomes at times dangerously abstract. A discussion, for example, of the role of exercise in the *consilia* for individual patients, many easily available in print, would have clarified the extent to which general theoretical recommendations were applied in practice. Likewise, Richard Mulcaster\'s takeover into English of Mercuriale\'s views on gymnastics needs to be correlated with other evidence for the introduction of "games" into English schools from the late sixteenth century onwards.
